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Algebra Touch

Practice Algebra by dragging, tapping, and drawing on you iPad.
Students can switch between lessons or generate practice
questions.

Calculator HD

This calculator is a combination of a scientific and original calculator
with the option of a variety of themes.

iMathematics

Globe Convert‐ Currency
and Units Converter
Counting Money

This app includes over 700 formulas, attractive interface, 8
different solvers and calculators.
Whether it be temperature, pressure, currency, or any other unit
of measurement, this app will convert to over 190 commonly used
currencies and 80+ units of measurement.
Using life like images of coins and bills, students will build their
money counting skills through drills and practice.

Chalkboard Multiplication,
Addition, Subtraction,
Division

A math learning game for students ages 4‐10. Students are timed
and the quicker the answer, the higher the score.

Math Evolve

For ages 6 and up, but challenging even for adults. Fun activities
make this the holy grail of entertainment math apps!

Math Ref

Gives students a sample (600) of over 1400 helpful formulas. Buy
the full version for 1.99 to have access to them all. Tips and
examples included for each formula.

Rocket Math

Pizza Fractions

Number line

ITooch Elementary

Math.

Build your own rocket and fly it to space with this fun app that
allows students to practice math problems in a fun and exciting
adventure.
Offers a simple, yet effective, practice for students who are
learning fractions.

An educational game app to help students learn about fractions,
percents, and decimals by ordering them on a number line in the
correct sequence.
th

A variety of 3‐5 grade level practice problems in a fun and
engaging app.

Get the exact math lessons you need with your very own personal
teacher. Over 400 lessons including Pre‐Algebra, Algebra, and
Geometry.

Times Tables Quiz

How many math problems can you solve in a row? What if it
matters? Train yourself and challenge your friends.

Cloud Math

Great app for budding math geniuses! For preschool through
elementary school students to use as a fun tool.

Math Motion Hungry Fish

123 Animals Counting

Cute Math

iMath Pac Graphing
Calculator

Math Blaster HyperBlast 2
HD

Feed the fish while practicing math skills. A fun game for
elementary school students to work on speed and solving math
problems.

Great game for nonreaders. Settings allow for audio driven
instructions. Virtual pets earned for completion of levels. A
motivating game that allows for number recognition and counting.
Fun animations and cute voices make learning math fun. Geared
toward kids 6 and under.

The best free calculator for upper level math students.

Hop on your HyperCycle and discover math facts like you’ve never
seen them before!

Math Magic

Math Magic uses a combination of your choice of vibrant colors,
simple interface and a reward system of stars to encourage and
teach kids between the ages of 3 and 8.

MathSpin3

As a parent, teacher, and tutor this application allows your
students to learn interactively through random spinning dials and
solving math problems with timed drills varying between 1 and 10
minutes.

Telling Time

Instead of giving the user multiple choice, Telling Time lets the
user input the time by the hour, ten minute, and minute. There are
two game modes, practice and quiz.

Shapes

Learn SHAPES and more with fun games, quizzes, flashcards and
puzzles.

Geoboard

The Geoboard is a tool for exploring a variety of mathematical
topics introduced in the elementary and middle grades. Learners
stretch bands around pegs to form line segments and polygons
and make discoveries about perimeter, area, angles, congruence,

fractions, and more.

Addition and Subtraction
For Kids

Tangram Mania

Counting Money

Pattern Game

This math app is for parents whose kids are in 1 or 2 grade or in
the age group 3‐6.
Learn addition and subtraction underwater with fishes. Small kids
can easily practice their math skills ‐ addition and subtraction ‐
with this educational game.
While improving their motor skills by placing piece onto the
correct color shape, your children will enjoy fun animations and
sound effects.

Counting Money is an app designed to help people of all ages
count money. Counting Money can also be used as a brain training
exercise for adults and anyone else looking to improve their skills
at counting money.
This is a free and fun iPad app that generates unique picture
pattern games. Not a super fancy app, but offers practice with
patterns.

Splash Math, Grade 2

Splash Math is a fun and innovative way to practice math. With 13
chapters covering over 180 math skills and an endless supply of
problems, it is by far the most comprehensive math workbook in
the app store.

Chocolate Chip Cookie
Factory Place Value

In this game, players learn place value concepts and practice math
facts as they count, add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi‐digit
numbers on their way to a global cookie empire. Common core
standards addressed include: 1.NBT.2, 1.NBT.4, 1.NBT.6, 2.NBT.1,
2.NBT.5, 2.NBT.7, 2.NBT.8, 3.NBT.2, and 3.NBT.3
This app actually TEACHES math! Not just another quiz or
worksheet app, this app shows how AppTutor teaches and
interacts with students to truly grasp the subject at hand. Includes
lessons, tools, printable worksheets and more! Great for grades 2
thru 5.
Math Pentagon apps empower Math teachers in 1:1 iPad program
for differentiated instruction, early intervention, frequent progress
monitor, and intensive training provision for students who need
remediation.

Introduction to Rounding

Math Pentagon

Math Snacks HD

Lobster Diver

Now the Math Snacks videos are available in HD for your iPad,
complete with learner's guides, teacher's guides, and comic book
transcripts for printing! Now you can take the videos on the go, or
use them in classrooms without an internet connection.
* Ideal for middle school and upper elementary students, grades 3‐
8.
* Addresses number and operations standards established by the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

Free Graphing Calculator

Khan Academy

Just what it says: free graphing calculator

Educational videos for students to view to reinforce math or
science skills.

Math Racing

3D Math Racing is the fastest way to learn math in the app store!
In this crazy 3D racing game, you get a speed boost for every math
problem you solve!

Algebra Champ

Designed for grades 6 ‐ 8, Algebra Champ provides practice solving
straightforward, single variable linear equations in an entertaining,
game‐like environment. Questions are randomly generated and
presented in rounds of five. Answers are manageable integers (‐10
to 10) and presented as multiple choice.
Here's a fun game to practice your middle school math skills ‐ it's
time to get rid of your old flash cards and worksheets.

Math 7

Painless Fractions

The Barron’s Painless book series just took Fractions to the next
level, fun!

3D Protractor Free

A super tool for you to measure all kinds of angles in the 3D space
by moving and rotating your iOS device or using the camera. It is
able to measure the angle of any two lines in the space, slope angle
measurement, dihedral angle measurement, line-face angle
measurement, and camera angle measurement. The full version can
be purchased for $2.99.
Math Solver helps you solve mathematical equations including linear
equations and quadratic equations. It shows you the answer to the
problem, simplifies expressions, and solves literal and radical
equations, factors, and graphs equations as well as shows the steps
used in the solution.

Math Solver

Panther Math Paper

The principles of UDL are integrated into this interface to allow
people to work independently on "digital paper", especially those
individuals with motor challenges. Includes foundations to learn
simple arithmetic, and the power to do complicated equations.
Includes capability to save and email work.

Math Board

This configurable math app focuses on the four basic operations. It
encourages students to solve problems by providing multiple answer
styles, as well as a scratchboard area where problems can be
worked out by hand. It also has a Problem Solver feature, which
walks students through the steps required to solve problems.

Factor Samurai

The specific math concepts this app covers are multiplication and
the identification of prime numbers. The object is to slice numbers
into their prime, but to not actually slice the prime
numbers. Three difficulty levels are available – grasshopper
(easy), apprentice (medium), and master (hard).
Graphically rich and fun environment allows a single student to
learn basic math skills in addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. Explore solutions to problems using number lines,
wooden blocks, facts and hints. Solve nine‐times problems using
your fingers!

Math Drills Lite

